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ABSTRACT OF THESIS ENTITLED: 
Ab initio studies on the chemisorption of NO2 molecules on carbon nanotubes 
Submitted by Sue Chiu Ho 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy in Chemistry 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in (June 2004) 
Recent experimental works have demonstrated that carbon nanotubes exhibit high 
sensitivity to NO2, which indicates that carbon nanotubes can be used as sensors for NO2 gas 
detection. In order to investigate the sensitivity of various carbon nanotubes to NO2 exposure, 
in this work, the interactions between NO2 and a series of zigzag (n,0) carbon nanotubes 
(n=6~12) have been studied by using density functional theory based on the planewave and 
pseudopotential approach. The calculated results indicate that, the adsorption of a single NO2 
is endothermic except for vary narrow (6,0) tube. However, the adsorption of a second NO2 
becomes exothermic. The variation of adsorption energies does not strictly depend on the 
diameters of the tube, which suggests that, besides the curvature effects, the difference in the 
electronic structures may be a factor for the reactivity of carbon nanotubes. Further 
investigations have been performed for the (8,0) tube by increasing the number of the 
adsorbed NO2 and the oscillations of the adsorption energies for nitro configurations are 
observed, which can be explained by examining the deformation of the tube. In addition, we 
calculated the band structures of carbon nanotube after NO2 adsorption. By comparing with 
the pristine nanotubes, the significant changes in the electronic properties of nanotubes on 
exposure to NO2 are discussed. Finally, our calculated results show that the cutoff energy 
used in the calculations has significant influences on the adsorption energies of the system. 
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N 0 2化學吸附在碳納米管的從頭計算硏究 
• • • 
• • • • • • • 
近期開展的一系列實驗硏究結果表明碳納米管對於 N 0 2氣體具有較 
高的靈敏性，這使得碳納米管可用於 N 0 2氣體的檢測。爲了硏究不同類 
型納米管對 N 0 2吸附靈敏性的影響，本文採用基於贋勢平面波的密度泛 
函方法對N02與一系列鋸齒型（《，0)(« = 6〜 1 2 )碳納米管之間的相互作用 
進行硏究。計算結果表明’納米管的管徑和 N 0 2的覆蓋度決定了 N 0 2 與 
管之間的作用強度。單個 N 0 2的化學吸附只能發生在管徑較小的納米管 
( / 7 < 1 0 )，對於其他納米管，N 0 2傾向於物理吸附在管壁上。然而，對於 
本文所考察的所有納米管’第二個 N 0 2分子的化學吸附均有可能發生 ° 
同時’我們以（ 8 , 0 )管爲例，進一步硏究了吸附更多 N 0 2分子的可能性 0 
我們還計算了吸附 N 0 2後納米管的能帶結構，通過與清潔納米管的比 
較，探討了 N 0 2分子對納米管電子結構的影響 °根據能帶計算結果，除 
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Chapter 1 
General introduction and methodology 
1.1 General introduction 
The research interest of m y M.Phil degree is focused on gas adsorption processes 
on the surface of carbon nanotubes. 
Carbon nanotubes were first discovered by S. Ilijima's group during the synthesis 
of fiillerene in 1991. ‘ This discovery has opened a new aspect of science and has attracted 
great interests both in academic and industrial fields in recent years. Due to their unique 
mechanical and electronic properties, they bear great potential applications in nanoscale 
devices, including energy storage, nanoelectronic devices, biosensors, etc. In particular, 
based on the changes of electrical conductance of nanotubes upon exposure to gases, 
carbon nanotubes can be used to develop new high-sensitivity gas sensors. Experiments 
show that the conductivity of an individual semiconducting carbon nanotube increases 
strongly upon NO2 gas exposure. 6’？ 
In the gas-sensing experiment conducted by Peng's group, chiral semi-conducting 
single-walled carbon nanotube(S-SWNT) was connected with a metal electrode at each 
ends in a sealed 500ml glass flask. Diluted NO2 in Ar flowed through the flask and the 
resistance of the S-SWNT was monitored. After the exposure to 200ppm of NO2，the 
conductance of the S - S W N T increased dramatically by about three orders of magnitude 
and the response time is only 2 to 20 seconds. When the NO2 concentration was lowered to 
20 and 2 ppm，the response times changed to ~ 1 minute and 〜5 minutes respectively. They 
found out that in order to detect an 10-fold resistance change of an individual S-SWNT 
within minutes of gas exposure, the lowest concentration of NO2 gas is 〜2 ppm. ^  
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Similar results were obtained by experiments conducted by L. Valentini. They used 
carbon nanotube(CNT) thin films produced by a radio-frequency plasma-enhanced 
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) glow discharge system for the detection of NO2 gas. 
Their results showed that the C N T thin films were sensitive to NO2 at concentrations as 
low as 10 ppb. When the concentration of NO2 gas increased, the resistance of the C N T 
thin films decreased. The response to NO2 was reproducible and stable. ^  
Several theoretical works have been motivated to investigate the interactions 
between NO2 and carbon nanotubes. Peng have taken the lead to carry out first-
principles total energy pseudopotential calculations on NO2-SWNT systems using density 
functional theory (DFT) with the local density approximation (LDA). He found that NO2 
was binded onto a semi-conducting (10,0) S W N T with the NO2 plane perpendicular to the 
tube axis. The adsorption energy was about-18.6 kcal/mol and 0.1 electron charge 
transferred from the tube to the NO2 molecule. This result proposed that charge transfer 
was the mechanism for increased hole carrier in an S - S W N T and thus enhanced its 
conductance. This conclusion was supported by other theoretical works which also found 
that NO2 could weakly adsorb onto S W N T and obvious charge transferred from the (10,0) 
S W N T to NO2. 
A recent theoretical work from Valentini group showed a different conclusion on 
the change in conductivity of S - S W N T upon NO2 exposure. ^  They used both spin-
restricted and spin-unrestricted density functional calculations to simulate the interactions 
between (10,0) S W N T - NO2 system. With the spin-restricted calculations, about 0.1 
electron charge were transferred from the S W N T to NO2. However, when the spin-
unrestricted calculation was used, the adsorption energy and the charge transfer drop to 
almost zero. These results showed that the NO2-CNT bonding was very weak. With the 
small value of charge transfer, they suggested that charge transfer was not the leading 
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mechanism in the tube sensitivity to NO2 molecules. From their analysis of the density of 
states, they suggested that the NOi-induced state near the Fermi level acted as a 
acceptorlike state, lying close to the valence band. Due to these N02-induced states, the p-
type conductivity was enhanced by the increased hole concentration on the S W N T . 
Therefore, the conclusions from these theoretical works are diverse, and the origin of the 
conductivity change is still not clear. 
In m y thesis, I am going to report the results of ab initio studies on the NO2 
adsorption on a series zigzag (n,0) single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) (n=6~12) for 
different coverage, adsorption patterns and associated effects on the electronic properties 
of S W N T upon NO2 exposure. In the following sections, I will give a brief introduction to 
the computational methods used. 
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1.2 Approximations in ab inito calculation 
The well-known Schrodinger equation, formulated by Austrian physicist Erwin 
Schrodinger (1887-1961)，is the foundation for solving chemical problems via quantum 
mechanical methods. The time-independent Schrodinger equation is: 
Hy/{r)=Ey/{r) (1-1) 
where the H is the Hamiltonian operator for a system of nuclei and y/^r) is the wave 
function and E is the eigenvalue. 
In atomic units, the Hamiltonian and the wave function for the time-independent 
Schrodinger equation for a polyatomic system are: 
. f 1 A^  1 1 1 1 1 (1.2) 
H = - - Z Vf … +— +— + … 
、2/=i riB J 
xi(l) X2(l) ... 
1 X 2 ( 2 ) … " ^⑴ 
V|/ =-r=Y . : 
* ' / \ \ , 、 （1-3) 
jcilyvj 巧 . . . 〜 
where capital letter A, B, C ... represents the nuclei, the electrons are labeled as 1, 2，3 .... 
X]^M) represents the electron M in spin orbital N, V^ represents the Laplacian operator and 
v|/ is represented by a Slater determinant, which obeys the Pauli exclusion principle. 
It is not practical to solve all quantum mechanical problems with Schrodinger 
equation in actual calculations. Because it will lead to equations, which are too 
complicated and time-consuming to solve, even with the computational power nowadays. 
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Except for very simple systems like particle in a box, particle on a ring and hydrogen-like 
atom systems (H•，He•十,Li*2+...)，systems other that are impossible to be solved exactly 
with Schrodinger equation alone i、 
Thus several important approximations and simplifications are introduced to solve 
chemical problems accurately and efficiently. They include: 
• Bom-Oppenheimer approximation 
• Density functional theory 
• Periodic supercell approach 
• Pseudopotential approximation 
1.2.1 Born-Oppenheimer approximation 
Because the rest mass of a proton is about 1800 times much heavier than that of an 
electron, an electron responses spontaneously and instantaneously to any nuclei motion. 
Thus the molecular wave function can be split into its electronic and nuclear parts, 
中 electronic+nuclei —平electronic^ 平 nuclei 
The separation of electronic and nuclear motions is called the Bom-Oppenheimer 
approximation, which reduces the many-body electronic problem to the motions of 
electrons in the electrostatic field of a fixed nuclear configuration. By calculating the total 
energy for each particular set of nuclear configuration, we can produce a potential energy 
surface (PES). 
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1.2.2 Density functional theory (DFT) 
Density functional theory (DFT), developed by Hohenberg and Kohn in 1964 is 
one of the most useful methods in solving the Schrodinger equation for many electron 
system. They proved that the total energy of a system is a functional of its charge density, 
and the ground state energy can be uniquely determined from the exact ground state 
density. Hence, the total electronic energy E of the system can be expressed in term of the 
electronic density p{r) '^： 
E[p{r)] = Eke[P(尸)]+ EJp(r)] + + (1.4) 
where EkeL/H^)] is the kinetic energy of a system of non-interacting electrons with 
electronic density p(r). Ec[yO(尸)]is the classical coulomb interaction energy between 
electrons and nuclei. is the classical coulomb interaction energy between 
electrons and other electrons, which is also known as the Hartree electrostatic energy. The 
last term is the exchange and correlation energy. 
The minimum value of this total energy functional is the ground state energy of the 
system, which can be determined uniquely with the exact ground state charge density. Any 
deviation from the exact ground state density will lead to above the exact ground state 
energy. Thus, the variational method is applied to such system in order to obtain the wave 
functions and the electron density that approximates the lowest total energy. 





卜 釋 （1.7) 
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However, there is no simple expression for the last exchange and correlation terms. 
Electrons are fermions. Under Pauli exclusion principle, the wave function of a 
many-electron system should be antisymmetric upon the exchange of any two electrons in 
the system. Spatial separation occurs between electrons with same spins, which result in 
reduction of the coulomb energy of the system. This reduction in energy is called the 
exchange energy. Another energy term arises due to the Coulomb force that separate 
electron with opposite spins is called the correlation energy. In order to solve equation 
(1.4), the exchange-correlation energy needs to be expressed as a function of charge 
density. One of the most widely used methods is the local density approximation (LDA) 
L D A assumes that the exchange-correlation energy per electron at point r in an electron 
gas is just the same as that in a homogeneous electron gas which has the same density as 
the electron at point r . That means the real electron density within a space volume dr at 
point r is substituted with a constant electron density with the value same as at r . 
However, this constant is only localized within the space volume dr and it is different for 




肌d ^^xdpjr)] = d[p{r)sxc{r)] 
Spir) d[p{r)] 
with = 
L D A usually gives quite accurate structural parameters like structural geometries, 
single-particle properties and vibrational frequencies but it exhibits serious errors in 
energy estimations '^because it ignores the inhomogeneous of the electron density in 
molecular systems. Tests show that the error in exchange and correlation energy is ~ 10% 
and ~ 100% respectively.之。Thus, many gradient correction methods are developed to 
solve the problem. Among these methods, General Gradient Approximation (GGA), which 
considers not only the electron density, but also the gradient of electron density. Unlike in 
LDA, it is based on the electron density and the gradient at a point r , not on a space 
volume dr . This approximation has greatly improved the limitation of LDA. PW91 
constructed by Perdew-Wang in 1991 is one of the most well known G G A functional and 
it is employed for all VASP-package calculations in this thesis. Although calculations 
using PW91 are usually more accurate than those using LDA, it is dependent on the system 
under investigation. Therefore, accuracy test of different type of functional for a system is 
essential. 
1.2.3 Periodic supercell approach for solid reaction 
Within a solid, there are almost infinite number of electrons and nuclei. In order to 
study such system, we need to consider infinite number of interacting electrons moving in 
the static field of infinite number of nuclei. This leads to two big problems when we 
simulate a solid state system: a wave function is calculated for each of the infinite number 
of electrons in the system, and for each wave function, an infinite large basis set is needed 
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to expand it as it has to extend to the whole solid. It is impossible to solve the infinite 
large number of electrons with infinite large basis set. To solve these problems, Bloch 
theorem and the periodic supercell approach are applied. 
Nuclei are packed in a regular periodic pattern in a perfect crystal. The external 
potential experienced by electrons is also periodic. Having a repeating unit cell of length /, 
the external potential on each electron can be expressed as V(r ) = V(r+/). Thus, we can 
simplify the wavefunction of the infinite crystal in terms of wavefunctions at reciprocal 
space vectors of a Bravais lattice. 
Bloch theorem makes use of the periodicity of a crystal to reduce the calculations 
of infinite number of one-electron wavefunctions to simple calculations on electrons in the 
unit cell of the crystal. Each electronic wave function can be written as the product of a 
plane wave part exp[ik • f] and a cell-periodic part 
^,(?) = exp[ik •?]/.(?) (L9) 
The cell-periodic part 力(?) contains the periodicity of the crystal lattice and can be 
expressed by expanding the basis set with a discrete set of plane waves: 
= exp[/G.f] (1.10) 
G 
where G are the reciprocal lattice vectors. They are defined as G.l =2im： for all crystal 
lattice vector 7 and an integer m. Hence electronic wave function in equation (9) becomes: 
16 
= exp[/(k + G).r] (1-11) 
G 
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N o w the wave function (r) in equation (1.11) becomes a sum of plane wave, we 
can simply employ the plane waves as a basis set to expand the electronic wave function. 
In principle, an infinite large plane wave basis set is necessary to expand equation 
(1.11). However, the coefficient for plane waves, ^ i^^+q , with lower kinetic energy 
2 — 2 
(h / 2 m ) I k + G I，typically plays a more important role than those with higher kinetic 
energy. A plane wave energy cutoff is introduced to reduce the basis set to a finite size. 
Hence only those plane waves with kinetic energy smaller than a particular energy cutoff 
are included in the expansions. This truncation will lead to some error in total energy 
calculations. W e can minimize these errors to arbitrarily small by increasing the energy 
cutoff. The cut-off in used is specified to the system under investigation. 
Bloch theorem is only applicable to periodic system. It cannot work on system 
with any single defect or in the direction perpendicular to a crystal surface, which is 
usually more interesting than a perfect crystal. Infinite large continuous plane wave basis 
set will be needed for such calculations. Periodic supercell approach can be used to solve 
this problem. To simulate such kind of system, a supercell was built with the defect. 
Periodic boundary conditions are applied to the supercell so that the supercell with the 
defect is reproduced throughout all space. It is vital to include enough bulk solid in the 
supercell to prevent interactions between the defects in neighbouring cells. 
For carbon nanotube simulation in m y thesis, I build a supercell like Figure 1.1. 
Both surfaces S1 and S2 are two carbon nanotube surfaces that can be used for simulation. 
In order to obtain accurately calculation on both surfaces, the vacuum region between the 
two surfaces must be large enough to prevent interactions between the neighboring carbon 
nanotubes. 
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• S2 • 
I SI I 
Figure 1.1 Schematic illustration of the supercell 
approach for modeling the carbon nanotube surface. 
There are two surfaces S1 and S2 in this model. The 
dashed line is the supercell. 
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1.2.4 Pseudopotential approximation 
With the use of Bloch's theorem, the electronic wave functions can be expanded by 
a discrete plane wave basis set. However, a plane wave basis set is usually poorly suitable 
for the electronic wavefunction expansion because a huge number of plane waves are 
needed to describe the tightly bound core orbitals and the rapidly oscillations of the 
wavefunctions of valence electrons in the core region accurately. 
Valence electrons, rather than the tightly bound core electrons, play a more 
important role on the physical and chemical properties of molecules. The pseudopotential 
approximation method replaces the less important core electrons and the strong ionic 
potential with a weaker pseudopotential, which acts on a set of pseudo wavefunctions 
instead of the true valence wavefunctions. A schematic diagram illustrating these quantities 
is shown in Figure 1.2. The pseudopotential is constructed such that the pseudo 
wavefunctions have the shape same as the true wave functions outside the core region but 
have fewer radical nodes and smoother wave functions than that inside the core region. 
Because the core electrons are simulated by the pseudopotentials, the total number of 
electrons needed to be calculated is also reduced, hence increases the efficiency on 
calculations on system with heavy atoms. 
The norm-conserving pseudopotentials can satisfy the above requirements. 22 it is 
named because its soft nodeless pseudo wavefunction has the same norm as the all-electron 
wave function within the chosen cutoff radius, r。. 
Although it works quite well for most systems, for elements with strongly localized 
orbitals (like the first-row elements - B, C, N, 0，rare earth elements and the 3d transition 
metals), large plane wave basis sets and high cutoff energies are needed. ^ ^ Such high 
12 
cutoff energies will make the simulations very difficult. In order to reduce the cutoff 
energy, once may increase the cutoff radius r。. However, increase in the cutoff radius 
usually leads to decrease in reliability and transferability. Thus, Vanderbilt proposed a 
very successful solution in 1990. He constructs the Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotential, 
named after him, which significantly decreases the cutoff energy without sacrificing the 
accuracy and transferability. 24 in his method, the norm-conservation restriction is relaxed 
and the localized atom-centered augmentation charges are introduced to solve the problem. 
These charges are defined as the charge difference between the all electron calculation and 
the pseudopotential calculation. More than one reference energy is used during the 
construction of the pseudopotential to improve the transferability. 24 The pseudopotentials I 
used for simulations in this thesis are constructed by G. Kress and J. Hafner based on a 
improved Vanderbilt approach. “ By using this pesudopotentials, about 75-100 plane 
waves per atom are needed to simulate 2p and 3d elements as accurate as using norm-
conserving pesudopotentials. ^ ^ 
13 
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T pesudo r / I \ 
\ / T all electron • ^ —  
. 、、 Vpseudo ‘ 
:、一f ； / Z/r • 
/ : 
Figure 1.2 Schematic illustration of the all electron potential and their 
wave function (solid lines) plotted against distance from the atomic 
nucleus r. The corresponding pseudoelectron and wave function is also 
plotted (dashed lines). Outside the core radius, r。，the all electron and 
pseudoelectron values are identical. 
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Chapter 2 
Adsorption of NO2 molecules on zigzag (6,0) and (8,0) single-
walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) 
2.1 Introduction 
The discovery of carbon nanotubes in 1991, with their remarkable physical, 
mechanical properties, has opened a new aspect in carbon science and has attracted a lot of 
attention, due to their potential applications in nanoscale devices. Especially the change in 
electronic and transport properties of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) on exposure to gases has 
become a hot topic in recent studies. Due to the fast response and high sensitivity towards 
gases，CNTs have great potential in designing the new high-sensitivity gas sensors 
Experimental results indicate that the conductivity of an individual semiconducting carbon 
nanotube increases significantly upon NO2 gas exposure Some recent works of Valentini 
group have also verified that the carbon nanotube thin films exhibited high sensitivity towards 
NO2, with fast response time and good selectivity ’ • . In their experiments, the electrical 
resistivity of the carbon nanotube film exhibits a p-type response with increasing electrical 
conductivity upon exposure to NO2 gas. These results conclude that carbon nanotube is 
capable of detecting NO2 gas for environmental applications, since NO2 is an air pollutant 
resulting from industrial plants and automotive emissions. 
Single walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) can be viewed as simply rolled graphene 
sheets. They are classified by two integers {n,m) which defines the rolling vector on the 
graphene sheet. W e all know that graphene is chemically inert, due to its extensive conjugate 
TT bonding which extends over the entire sheet. However, this conjugate n bonding should be 
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weakened on the sidewall of SWNT, which is a curved graphene sheet. Due to the curvature 
of the SWNT, hybridizations between the n and a orbitals happen. These changes in bonding 
make the S W N T differ in chemical reactivity from that of the flat graphene sheet. 
Several theoretical works have been motivated to investigate the interactions between 
NO2 and carbon nanotubes, including our group Previous investigations conducted by 
our group were focused on the interaction between NO2 and (8,0) carbon nanotube by density 
functional theory. A plane wave basis set with a cutoff energy of 270.2 eV was used for the 
wave function expansion. The previous results showed that NO2 could weakly adsorbed on the 
exterior sidewall of the (8,0) carbon nanotube, although the process was slightly endothermic 
and the second NO2 was readily chemisorbed onto the sidewall. These results propose that the 
interactions between NO2 molecule and S W N T will be enhanced with the increase in NO2 gas 
concentration. With the fast advancement in computer technologies, the computational power 
is improved dramatically in recent years, even some complicated biological systems in 
organism can be simulated nowadays. In this thesis, I have applied a higher energy cutoff of 
396 eV for plane wave basis set for my calculations instead of 270.2 eV used in previous 
studies, in order to have a more accurate investigation on the interactions between NO2 and 
carbon nanotubes. 
In contrast to previous studies, I used (6,0) S W N T to re-examine the adsorption pattern 
of NO2 molecules on carbon nanotube. (6,0) S W N T has a smaller diameter with higher 
surface curvature, thus it is expected to have a larger degree of 7i-a hybridization, which will 
be more reactive towards NO2 exposure than that of (8,0) SWNT. 
In this chapter, I will present a detailed first-principle analysis on the NO2 adsorption 
on (6,0) S W N T with various adsorption patterns; also comparisons with previous results on 
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(8,0) S W N T will be illustrated. Furthermore, the possibility and adsorption patterns with 
higher coverage of NO2 ( _ 2 > 2) on the (8,0) S W N T will be discussed. 
2.2 Computational Method 
The first principles total energy and electronic structure are calculated based on density 
functional theory (DFT) with a plane wave basis set and pseudopotentials for the atomic core 
regions 27.28，as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) PW91 
level general gradient approximation (GGA) exchange-correlation functional and optimized 
Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials ^^ are applied. A cutoff energy of 396 eV is employed in 
the plane-wave expansion. An infinite long S W N T is modeled by a periodic repeating 
supercell approach with lattice constants a, b and c. The lattice parameters a and b are chosen 
such that the interaction between a tube and its periodic neighboring cells is negligible. In 
order to minimize the interaction between NO2 molecules in adjacent cells, the value of the 
lattice constant, c, is chosen to double the length of the translation vector of tube along the 
axial direction, which is determined by minimizing the total energy of tube. The optimized 
lattice constants of (6,0) and (8,0) S W N T s are shown in figure 2.1.a and figure 2.1.b 
respectively. 
一 一 T — - — 一 丨 
b= ISA^--^ //c = 8.6lA / ； = 8.61A 
2.1.a) (6,0) S W N T ^ ^ 2.1.b) (8,0) S W N T ^ ^ 
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The Brillouin zones of the supercells were sampled only along the tube axis and the 
Monkhorst-Pack special k-point scheme ^^  was used. The structural optimizations are 
performed until the final Hellmann-Feynman forces are smaller than 0.03 eV/A. When the 
number of NO2 presented in the cell is odd, spin-polarized (open shell) density calculations is 
performed, while for even number of NO2, spin-restricted (close shell) density calculation is 
employed to reduce the computational time. In previous studies of our group, similar setup is 
used to investigate the NO2 interactions with (8,0) tube, however a plane wave basis set with a 
lower cutoff energy of 270.2 eV is used in previous cases. An isolated NO2 molecule is 
optimized and the N-0 bond length and O-N-0 angle are 1.215A and 134.25°, respectively. 
They are in good agreement with the experimental values (1.194 人 and 133.5°) 33. 
The adsorption energy, Eads is defined as the energy obtained during adsorption and is 
calculated according to this equation 
= E[SWNT] + "船2 X ] — E[SWNT - NO,] 
where the term E[SWNT] corresponds to the total energy of an optimized pristine tube, 
E[N02\ corresponds to the total energy of the isolated NO2 molecule, and 
E[SWNT - n船力O2�corresponds to the total energy of the tube-adsorbate system. The 
parameter 〜。：in the above expression is the number of NO2 molecule. A positive Eads 
corresponds to a stable structure. 
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2.3 Results and discussion 
2.3.1 Adsorption of a single NO2 on (6,0) S W N T 
Based on results in previous studies, six most possible initial orientations for the 
adsorption of single NO2 group on the sidewall of a (6,0) S W N T were considered and 
displayed in figure 2.2. 
i W I 5 
£L A i j N2 N3 
m①巧公 
JL © CI C2 C3 C4 
Figure 2.2 Six possible initial orientations for the adsorption of one NO2 group 
on the exterior sidewall of (6,0) S W N T 
Models N1 and N2 are the nitro configurations that the NO2 molecule is adsorbed to 
the tube sidewall with the formation of a C-N bond. Bonding with one oxygen end of the NO2 
group will get the nitrite configuration - model N3 while bonding with two oxygen ends of 
NO2 group will lead to the cycloaddition configurations - models C1~C4. The optimized 
structure of these six configurations and corresponding adsorption energies obtained from the 
spin-polarized calculations are presented in figure 2.3 and table 2.1 respectively. 
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~ ^ o d e l C-C(A) C-N(A) C-O(A) N-O(A)^ O-N-O(A) EadsCkcal/mol)"" 
I 475 b 
Nl ；】； 1.672 - 1.231 127.7 7.8 
1 475 1 231 
N2 1：514 1 — - !：235 126.4 4.3 
01 |：521 - 1.501 ull 贈 2.4 
1 5 4 5 
CI J - 1.478 1.370 108.6 -3.2 
“ r ^ 1404 ；771 ~ 
C2 1.517 - 2.778 1.206 
C3 1.2， - >2.894 1.235 127.4 4.5 
1.444 
C4 二 - 3.153 1.239 125.1 0.3 
Table 2.1 Optimized structural parameters and the calculated adsorption energy (Eads) of a 
single NO2 adsorbed on a (6,0) SWNT. a) In models N3 and C2, there are two 
kinds of N - 0 bonds as shown in figure 2.3; b) For C-C bond along the tube 
axis; c) For the zigzag C-C bond along the tube circumference; d) The average 
of zigzag C-C bonds. 
From the calculated adsorption energies in table 2.1, the most stable configuration is 
the nitro model Nl. The optimized C-N bond length in this model is 1.672A, which is longer 
than the normal C-N distance of 1.47A. This reflects the weak interaction between NO2 and 
tube, and the adsorption process of a single NO2 in this model is exothermic by 7.78 kcal/mol. 
The NO2 group in model Nl rotates along the C-N bond by 90°，we will obtain the model N2 
and its corresponding adsorption energy is dropped by about 3.5kcal/mol, which implies that 
the NO2 group is more stable with the NO2 plane perpendicular to the tube axis. Comparing 
with the isolated NO2 molecule, the structural parameter of NO2 group in the nitrite model N3 
differs greatly and one N - 0 bond is lengthened to 1.456A while the other one is shrunken to 
1.194A. The adsorption process is slightly exothermic by only 2.4kcal/mol, which may due to 





Model N1 (nitw) Model N2 (nitro) Model N3 (nitrite) 
# 馳 
Model C1 (cyclo-addition) Model C2 (cyclo-addition) Model C3 (cyclo-addition) 
125:1 .和 
3.15 Figure 2.3 The optimized structures for the adsorption of a single 
\ NO2 on a (6,0) nanotube. The distances and angles 
jjr shown are in angstroms and degree, respectively. For 
:: ^ ^ I 熟 model C2, C3 and C4, the initial configurations are 
J5 1 shown in inset. 
Model C4 (cyclo-addition) 
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-addition models C1~C4, during the structural optimizations, the model C2 changes to a 
nitrite-WkQ structure as shown in Figure 2.3. For the models C3 and C4, the large C-0 
distances (> 3A) indicate that the NO2 molecule is only physisorbed on the (6,0) tube sidewall 
in both models. Among these cyclo-addition models, only the model CI can be viewed as the 
cyclo-addition product with the formation of a stable five-member ring structure. However, 
from the negative adsorption energy for model CI (Eads = -3.2kcal/mol), we know that the 
cyclo-addition of NO2 along the axial C-C bond is energetically unfavorable. 
Based on these results, NO2 gas can adsorb on the sidewall of (6,0) S W N T exterior 
sidewall, as shown in figure 2.3, especially the nitro model Nl. Thus we focus on the most 
stable configuration, model Nl for the investigation of adsorption more NO2 group onto the 
(6,0) S W N T in the next section. 
2.3.2 Adsorption of a second NO2 on (6,0) S W N T 
Every carbon atom of the S W N T are potential adsorption site of NO2, and there are 
almost infinite possibilities of multiple adsorption patterns. Based on the results in previous 
section, we only focus on the most stable nitro model Nl for the adsorption of a second NO2 
on (6,0) S W N T . After the chemisorption of the first NO2 group with the model Nl, A radical 
is introduced on the nanotube, a second NO2 is readily to be chemisorbed on the tube sidewall 
in order to pair up with the unpaired electron. Although the radical introduced is expected to 
be delocalized on the nanotube sidewall, it is sensible to consider the carbon atoms near the 
first adsorption site first as a small degree of 冗 conjugation is expected on the tube surface. As 
shown in figure 2.4, five distinctive models are built when the second NO2 is adsorbed on the 
same carbon ring where the first NO2 group is already located. 
2 2 
r f s M 
) I A 0\(ortho) 02(ortho) 
NO, NO2 NO2 NO 
r ^ ^ ^ ^ p N 2 
a NO2 
M 1 (meta) M2(meta) ？ (para) 
Figure 2.4 Five distinctive models for the adsorption of second NO2 group on the exterior 
sidewall of (6,0) SWNT. 
Unlike a flat graphene sheet, the two ortho (or meta) positions on the same six-member 
carbon ring of a rolled up carbon nanotube are not equivalent to each other. In the model 01 
and 02, the second NO2 group is located at ortho positions, while in the model M l and M2, it 
is located at meta positions. The optimized structures and the corresponding calculated Eads are 
reported in table 2.2 and figure 2.5 respectively. 
The most favorable configuration is 26.5kcal/mol for the ortho model 01 and the 
corresponding Eads is significant larger than that of another ortho model 02. This is in good 
agreement with the previous results on (8,0) SWNT. From the results discussed in 2.3.1, we 
know that the NO2 group prefers an orientation that the NO2 plane is perpendicular to the tube 
axis. In ortho model 01，the second NO2 group is adsorbed along the tube direction, and both 
NO2 groups are in perpendicular orientation to the tube axis. But for the ortho model 02, the 
second NO2 group is adsorbed along the tube circumference, and two NO2 groups must be 
tilted away from the perpendicular orientation in order to minimize the steric repulsion 
between each other. Apart from above factor, in model 01, the two C atoms are plucked up by 
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#ft 
Model 01 (ortho) Model 02 (ortho) Model P (para) 
V 1 I： The optimized structures for 
the adsorption of a second NO2 。 一 . 
Model M l (meta) Model M 2 (meta) 
Models C-C(A) C-N(A)a N-O(A)^ O-N-O(A)^ Eads(kcal/mol) 
01 1：601 1.233 127.2 26.5 
1.472 1.704 1.228 127.9 . . 
腿 1.477 1.674 1.229 128.2 
- \AM r ^ 1230 \ f n ^ 
尸 1.485 1.651 1.231 127.8 
~ 1471 \?m ~ 
爐 1.469 1.761 1.227 128.6 
~ r479 r ^ r ^ I Z M ^ 
… 1.477 1.670 1.231 127.0 
Table 2.2 Optimized structural parameters and the calculated adsorption energy (Eads) of a 
second NO2 adsorbed on a (6,0) SWNT. a) Average values of the bond lengths and 
bond angles are listed; b) For the C-C bond on axial direction; c) For zigzag C-C 
bond along the circumference direction. 
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the NO2 groups along the tube direction retain a local symmetry while such symmetry is 
broken in model 02, which increases stresses onto the tube. Due to the influence of these 
factors, the ortho model 01 is relatively more stable than the ortho model 02. 
The adsorption of second NO2 at para position is also exothermic significantly by 
16.4kcal/mol. However, the second NO2 does not prefer to be adsorbed on the meta positions 
and the adsorption energy for both meta models are slightly exothermic. The optimized 
lengths of C-N bond in model M l and M 2 are much longer than those in ortho or para model, 
this also reflects the weak interaction with NO2 group on the meta positions. To explain this 
phenomenon, we may refer to the resonance structures after the adsorption of the first NO2 
group, which favors configurations with radical on either the ortho or para position and a 
detail discussion will be given in next chapter. Therefore, we can conclude that the adsorption 
of the second NO2 favors on the ortho and para sites. 
2.3.3 Comparison of NO2 adsorptions on (8,0) S W N T with different cutoff energies 
In previous studies, our group has studied the adsorptions of one and two NO2 
molecules on a (8,0) S W N T with the use of a lower cutoff energy of 270.2eV ^ ^ In order to 
have a fair comparison, I also include those adsorptions on a (8,0) S W N T with higher cutoff 
energy of 396eV in this thesis. Figure 2.6a shows the optimized structural parameters of 
model Nl，N3 and CI for adsorption of one NO2 on a (8,0) tube calculated by using different 
cutoff energies. From the length of axial C-C bonds and zigzag C-C bonds, we found that the 
use of different cutoff energy does not affect much on the (8,0) tube structure. However, 
significant changes are observed for the length of C-N and N - 0 bond of the NO2 group. With 
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1.197(1.296) 丨 .燃 ( 1 . 4 3 4 ) ^ ^ 1 川(1510) 
# # 
Model N1 Model N3 Model CI 
-4.8 (-1.5) kcal/mol - 12.6 (-1.3) kcal/mol - 23.7 (-1.3) kcal/mol 
Figure 2.6a The optimized structures for adsorption of single NO2 on (8,0) tube calculated by 
employing different cutoff energy* 
(*For the values shown in parentheses are derived from our previous work, in which the cutoff energy 
is set to 270.2eV) 
#0 1.228(1.31 25.6) 1.223(1.30^ J^1.229(1 .312) 
1.675(1 ^ i O 饭 力 
Model 01 Model P Model 02 
2.7 (15.3) kcal/mol 3.7 (11.6) kcal/mol - 4.2 (-3.8) kcal/mol 
Figure 2.6b The optimized structures for adsorption of second NO2 on (8,0) tube calculated by 
employing different cutoff energy* 
(*For the values shown in parentheses are derived from our previous w o r k , �i n which the cutoff energy 
is set to 270.2eV) 
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the use of lower cutoff energy, a shorter C-N bond and longer N - 0 bonds are observed as 
compared with the results obtained by higher cutoff energy. Their corresponding Eads 
calculated by different cutoff energies are shown in figure 2.6a. From figure 2.6a, we can see 
that the Eads of all models calculated by lower cutoff energy are larger than that calculated 
with higher cutoff energy. This implies that the low cutoff energy overestimates the 
interactions between NO2 group and the tube. With the use of lower cutoff energy, the nitrite 
model N3 and the cyclo-addition model CI are more favorable than the nitro model Nl. In 
contrast, with the use of higher cutoff energy, the nitro model Nl becomes the most favorable 
configuration. These results are consistent with the adsorption of single NO2 on (6,0) S W N T . 
The change in cutoff energy used seems to have a larger influence on the oxygen atom than 
the nitrogen atom. Thus, the adsorption process of both the nitro model N3 and the cyclo-
addition model CI are highly endothermic. W e have also re-examined the two other cyclo-
addition models C2 and C3, but under higher cutoff energy calculation, we could not locate a 
stable structure for both models. 
Based on above results, we only re-examined the models with nitro configuration for 
the adsorption of second NO2 on (8,0) S W N T with higher cutoff energy. Figure 2.6b shows 
the optimized structural parameters of model 01，02 and P for adsorption of one NO2 on a 
(8,0) tube calculated by using different cutoff energies and their corresponding Eads are listed 
in figure 2.6b. Same as above cases of the adsorption of one NO2, longer C-N bonds and 
shorter N - 0 bonds are observed in these three models calculated with higher cutoff energy. 
The overall decrease in Eads in these three models again indicates the overestimation of 
interactions between NO2 groups with the (8,0) tube in lower cutoff energy calculations. But 
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for the two meta models M l and M2, we could not locate any stable structure by employing 
high cutoff energy. 
Furthermore, the lower cutoff energy of 270.2eV cannot describe well for the 
geometry of free NO2. The calculated N - 0 bond length of free NO2 is 1.297A, which is 
significantly longer than the experimental result (1.194 A) 
2.3.4 Adsorption of more NO2 on a (8,0) S W N T 
According to the above results, we know that the chemisorption of a second NO2 group 
on the (8,0) S W N T with model 01 and P are energetically favorable. The first NO2 group 
enhances the chemisorption of the second NO2. The change in surface properties of the (8,0) 
S W N T indicates the possibility of adsorption of more NO2 molecules. In order to have a full 
picture of the story, it is necessary to investigate the adsorption of more NO2 molecules on the 
S W N T . Thus further studies are carried out on a (8,0) tube by increasing the number of the 
adsorbed NO2 from 3 to 8. 
From the results of the adsorption of two NO2 on (8,0) tube, we know that both model 
P and 01 are the stable configurations; hence, two different approaches are developed based 
on these two models for the adsorption of more NO2 for adsorption of two NO2 on the (8,0) 
SWNT. 
The first approach is developed from the model P, where the next NO2 groups are 
added along the tube circumference in a way that the successive NO2 is adsorbed at the para 




4 6 8 
^ ^ ^ 〉 
1 3 5 7 
Figure 2.7 The approach of addition more NO2 group on a (8,0) 
nanotube based on the model P 
Under this approach, more NO2 groups are adsorbed on para-positions one by one until 
the adsorption of all eight NO2 molecules on the tube resulting in the formation of a NO2 ring 
like structure around the circumference of the (8,0) tube. Figure 2.8 illustrates all the 
optimized structures of n从=3 up to 8 while table 2.3 lists their corresponding optimized 
structural parameters and calculated Eads. From the average optimized C-N bond lengths, we 
find that the chemisorption of more than two NO2 molecules on the (8,0) tube sidewall is 
possible, and the C-N bond lengths are shrunken comparing with that in the case of single 
NO2 (1.812 A). When more NO2 molecules is chemisorbed onto the (8,0) tube sidewall, the 
tube diameter increases due to the plucking up of carbon atoms by the NO2 group. After all 
eight NO2 molecules are bonded to the surface of (8,0) tube，the tube diameter is increased 
from 6.4 A to about 6.8 A. The adsorption energy per NO2 group is plotted in figure 2.9，it 
exhibits larger value for 〜。==2，4，6. Hence，it is energetically more favorable to form a pair 
for adsorption of NO2. Similar trend is also observed in the chemisorptions of F atoms on the 
S W N T s 34-35 However, for the case of rt船之=8，due to larger steric repulsion between two 
neighboring NO2 groups, the adsorption process is slightly endothermic respect to the bare 
tube and NO2 molecules. 
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Figure 2.8 The optimized structures for the adsorption of more NO2 on a (8,0) SWNT. 
iiNo, C-C(A)" C-N(A)a N-O(A)" Eads per NOzCkcal/mol) 
i 1.497',].502' LTO? ^229 o T 
4 1.500,1.502 1.698 1.228 1.8 
5 1.499,1.501 1.706 1.228 0.7 
6 1.498,1.502 1.709 1.227 1.2 
7 1.497,1.500 1.717 1.226 0.5 
8 1.495,1.497 L ^ ：：0^  
Table 2.3 Calculated results for more NO2 molecules adsorbed on the (8,0) SWNT. 
a) Only average values of the bond lengths are listed; b) For the axial C-C bond; 
c) For the zigzag C-C bond. 
o / Figure 2.9 The variation of the adsorption 
/ energy per NO2 a function of the number 
J . / of NO2 group for (8,0) tube. 
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The second approach to add the further NO2 groups based on the model 01. Because 
the adsorption of NO2 favors to form a pair, thus this time we only consider the case that the 
number of NO2 groups is even and the addition of NO2 groups is along the circular direction. 
A schematic diagram is showed in figure 2.10 to illustrate the approach: 
tube axis 
2 4 6 8 
1 3 5 7 
Figure 2.10 The approach of addition more NO2 group on a (8,0) 
nanotube based on the model 01. 
All NO2 molecules can chemisorb onto (8,0) tube sidewall in this approach and their 
optimized structures and the calculated values of Eads per NO2 are shown in figure 2.11. 
參參修 
4 N02 6 NO2 8 NO2 
2.3 kcal/mol 1.5 kcal/mol 1.0 kcal/mol 
Figure 2.11 The optimized structures and calculated Eads per NO2 for the adsorption of more 
NO2 on a (8,0) S W N T based on model 01. 
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Compared to the addition approach based on the model P above, the arrangement of 
NO2 groups in this pattern is slightly energetically favorable. From the results of adsorption of 
two NO2 on (8,0) tube, the most stable configuration is the ortho model 01. In this pattern the 
each pair of NO2 groups is perpendicular to neighboring pairs and due to the curvature of the 
(8,0) tube, the separation with neighboring pairs is more than ik. The steric repulsion due to 
the neighboring pairs is negligible. However, in the approach based on model P, the average 
separation between NO2 groups is only ~3A, which is much shorter and the NO2 groups are 
experiencing larger steric repulsion with each other. Therefore, the adsorption pattern with 
approach based on model 01 is more preferable. 
Apart from the circumference direction, we also investigate the possibility that the NO2 
groups adsorb in a line along the tube axial direction. From above results, we know that in 
ortho model 01，NO2 groups prefer to lie along axial direction with the molecular plane 
perpendicular to the tube axis, it is expected that the adsorption along the axial direction is 
also possible. Based on the ortho model 01 again, the third and the forth NO2 groups are 
added on the (8,0) tube as shown in figure 2.12: 
\ / N o \ / N〇2 
tube axis 
Figure 2.12 The addition approach of more NO2 group on a (8,0) 
with the formation of a NO2 chain along tube axis. 
Their optimized structures are given in figure 2.13. W e are unable to locate a stable 
chemisorption structure for the adsorption of third NO2 group and the third NO2 molecule only 
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weakly physisorbs on the (8,0) tube side wall with the C-N distance about 3.4 A. For the case 
of four NO2 groups, although all four NO2 are chemisorbed onto the (8,0) tube sidewall like 
two pairs of adjacent ortho model 01，this adsorption pattern is unfavorable. This is because 
in the ortho model 01, the two NO2 groups are bent away from each other in order to 
minimize the repulsion. But in this case, each NO2 groups have two neighboring groups, they 
cannot bend away from each other like in model 01, thus the steric repulsion is much larger as 
reflected in the calculated Eads, which is significantly negative (about -33kcal/mol). 
2NO2 3NO2 4NO2 
-0.9 kcal/mol - - 33kcal/mol 
Figure 2.13 The optimized structures and calculated Eads per NO2 for the adsorption of more 
NO2 on a (8,0) S W N T along its axial direction. 
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2.4 Summary 
Based on DFT calculations, single NO2 molecule can chemisorb on the exterior surface 
of a (6,0) S W N T and its most stable configuration is the nitro model Nl. After the adsorption 
of the first NO2 group, the adsorption of second NO2 can readily happens on the ortho (model 
01) and para (model P) positions of the same six-member carbon ring where the first NO2 is 
located. The adsorption process in both models is significantly exothermic. 
Comparison with previous theoretical calculations on adsorption of NO2 molecules on 
a (8,0) S W N T with different cutoff energies shows that low cutoff energy used in previous 
studies is not good enough to describe the interactions between NO2 group and the tube. 
Further investigation on (8,0) S W N T indicates that more NO2 molecules (i.e. up to 8 
NO2) can be adsorbed onto the tube along the tube circumference and favors the form of a pair 
with stronger binding energy. 
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Chapter 3 
Diameter dependence for the adsorption of NO2 molecules 
on zigzag (n,0) single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) 
0 = 6 〜 1 2 ) 
3.1 Introduction 
Since the discovery of the change in electrical resistance of carbon nanotubes 
upon NO2 gas exposure, several theoretical works have been conducted to investigate the 
interactions between NO2 and carbon nanotubes. In 1999, Peng et al have taken the lead 
to investigate the adsorption of NO2 on a (10,0) single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) 
using the first-principles L D A method ⑴’ and their results show that the electrons are 
transferred from S W N T to NO2. Their results are also demonstrated by other theoretical 
works that the charge transfer mechanism is an important evidence to explain the 
conductivity change in S W N T upon exposure to NO2 丨口^. However, a recent calculation 
using spin-unrestricted density functional method has a different conclusion on the 
changes of electric resistance. They find that the interaction between the NO2 molecules 
and the exterior side wall of S W N T is only weak physisorption, with no obvious charge 
transfer between the tube and NO2 molecules ^  The conductivity change of S W N T is due 
to the gas-induced modification of the density of states near the Fermi level Thus, the 
origin of the conductivity change observed in experiments is still not clear. Similar 
disagreement is also found in explaining the resistance changes when S W N T s expose to 
O2 gas. The early works suggest that oxygen doping results in charge transfer from the 
tube to the adsorbed oxygen molecules 6,36-38 However, recently series of experimental 
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and theoretical studies have shown that triplet O2 molecules prefers to be physisorbed on 
the tube surface and very little charge transfer between the 02 molecules and S W N T s 
occurs 39-44 The experimental work performed by Goldoni et al even suggests that the 
residual contaminants in purified SWNTs might be responsible for the reported resistance 
change on exposure to O2 45. After the removal of contaminants, the electronic spectra of 
S W N T s indicates that the S W N T s are insensitive towards O2, while a strong sensitivity 
towards NO2 is observed. Therefore, further theoretical efforts are required to understand 
the electronic properties of S W N T upon exposure to NO2. 
Single walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) can be viewed as simply rolled 
graphene sheets. The conjugate n bonding in graphene sheet is expected to be weakened 
as in a rolled up SWNT, and hybridization between the n and a orbitals will occurs. The 
curvature of the S W N T determines the degree of 71 and a hybridization. Therefore, the 
reactivity of S W N T is dependent on its curvature 46. It can be expected that the tube size 
or chirality might also affect the interaction between NO2 and SWNT. The sensitivity of 
carbon nanotubes with different sizes toward NO2 exposure is an important issue, as it 
will highly affect the performance of the NO2 sensors built by SWNTs. In this chapter, I 
will present a detailed, first-principles analysis of the NO2 adsorption on a series zigzag 
(/7，0) S W N T (rt = 6-12) with different coverage and pattern, and the associated effects on 
the electronic properties of S W N T are also studied. 
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3.2 Computational method 
Same as chapter 2, I calculated the first principles total energy and electronic 
structure based on DFT with a plane wave basis set and pseudopotentials as 
implemented in the VASP G G A exchange-correlation functional and Vanderbilt 
ultrasoft pseudopotentials and the cutoff energy of 396eV used in the plane-wave 
expansion were also employed. Series zigzag nanotubes = 6 ~ 12) were modeled by 
the periodic repeating supercell approach. The lattice parameters a, b and c were 
optimized for each zigzag S W N T s and they were listed in table 3.1. The Brillouin zones 
of the supercells were sampled only along the tube axis and the Monkhorst-Pack special 
k-point scheme ^ ^ was used. The structural optimizations were performed until the final 
Hellmann-Feynman forces were smaller than 0.03 eV/A. When the number of NO2 in the 
system was odd, spin-polarized calculations were performed. 
In order to evaluate the atomic contribution to the electronic structure, I also 
performed DFT calculations with atomic basis functions to obtain the information about 
the band structure, density of state (DOS) and the charge density etc. In the calculations, 
the standard 6-2IG was employed for C atoms and 6-2IG* basis sets were employed for 
N and O atoms. All the band structure calculations were carried out in the geometrical 
configurations optimized by plane wave method by using CRYSTAL03 program 47. 
一 S W N T a (A) c(A、 Diameter (A) 
(7,0) 15.0 15.0 8.53 5.58 
(8,0) 15.0 15.0 8.61 6.35 
(9,0) 17.0 17.0 8.51 7.13 
(10,0) 18.0 18.0 8.53 7.90 
(11,0) 19.0 19.0 8.52 8.71 
(12,0) 20.0 20.0 8.51 
Table 3.1 The lattice parameters and diameter of zigzag S W N T s (>2 = 6 〜12). 
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3.3 Results and discussions 
3.3.1 Adsorption of a single NCh on SWNT 
According to the results of (6,0) S W N T discussed in chapter 2,1 only focus on the 
most stable configuration, nitro model Nl for the adsorption of single NO2 group on 
other zigzag S W N T s in this section. 
Table 3.2 summarizes the results of the optimized C-N distance and Eads for the 
adsorption of a single NO2 on various zigzag S W N T s (« = 6 〜12). 
S W N T Diameter(A) C-N(A) Eads(kcal/mol) 
(7,0) 5.58 1.742 -3.2 
(8,0) 6.35 1.812 -4.8 
(9,0) 7.13 1.879 -1.6 
(10,0) 7.90 3.040，2.6⑴,2.2511, i.g, 
1.9312,3.3336 18.4丨2，0.936 
(11,0) 8.71 3.193 2.0 
(12,0) 9.49 3.339 4.1 
Table 3.2 The structural optimization results and the calculated adsorption energy, Eads 
of single NO2 adsorbed on various zigzag (>7,0) S W N T (« = 6~12) for the 
model Nl. 
For those tubes with small diameters (« = 6 〜9), the NO2 molecule can be 
chemisorbed onto the exterior of these zigzag tube sidewall and the C-N distances are 
smaller than 1.9A. However, except that for (6,0) tube, the adsorption process of a single 
NO2 in other narrow S W N T s is energetically unfavorable comparing with the pristine 
tube and free NO2 molecule, which results in the negative value of Eads. For the tubes 
starting at « = 10，the C-N distances are much more larger (>3.0A) than that in the 
3 8 
narrow tubes. These results indicate that the N02-tube interactions for large diameter 
tubes are very weak. The calculated Eads also concludes that the adsorption of NO2 on 
tubes with large diameters is only physisorption, with a pretty small binding energy. 
Several theoretical works have been performed to study the interactions between NO2 and 
(10,0) S W N T . Their corresponding results are also listed in table 3.2 for comparison 
Due to the weak van der Waals interaction between NO2 and (10,0) tube, it is difficult to 
describe this long-range dispersion interaction accurately based on the DFT method, and 
similar problems also have been happened in the studies of physisorption of O2 on S W N T 
39-42. The published results of those works on the N02-(10，0) system are diverged. The 
optimized C-N distances calculated by DFT method with L D A are ranging from 1.9A to 
2.6A，and the associated Eads varies from about 0.8eV to 0.3eV. Compared to the L D A 
results, our G G A calculation yields a long C-N distance with a smaller binding energy as 
shown in table 3.2. The above differences suggest that the calculations for this adsorbed 
system are sensitive to the approximation used for the exchange-correlation functional. 
Generally, the L D A is known to substantially overestimate the binding energy and 
underestimate the bonding distance in physisorption system, while the G G A tends to 
underestimate the binding energy. Therefore, we can expect that the real values of 
binding energy and C-N distance will be intermediate between the G G A and the L D A 
predictions. In addition, our result is in consistent with the G G A result reported by 
Santucci et al. \ According to the calculated Eads shown in table 3.2，generally, the 
interactions of a single NO2 with the zigzag S W N T s (« = 6 -12) are weak and the NO2 
molecule is unfavorable to be adsorbed on the surface of tube with larger diameter {n = 
10 �1 2 ) . 
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3.3.2. Adsorption of a second NO2 on SWNT 
Based on the results of the adsorption of two NO2 groups on (6,0) S W N T , I have 
investigated the ortho model 01 for other zigzag S W N T s (« = 7 ~ 12) and the results are 
listed in table 3.3. 
SWNT Model C-C(A) C-N(A)”""“N-O(A)”ZO-N-0(�)Eads(kcal/mol) 
Model 011.576',1.523' L ^ 
Model P 1.487,1.509 1.653 1.231 127.8 16.4 
(7,0) Model 01 1.579,1.522 1.620 1.232 127.1 10.6 
Model P 1.488,1.505 1.669 1.230 127.7 7.3 
(8,0) Model 01 1.592,1.520 1.635 1.233 126.8 2.7 
Model P 1.501,1.505 1.681 1.230 127.6 3.7 
(9,0) Model 01 1.569,1.513 1.648 1.232 127.2 4.0 
Model P 1.482,1.495 1.718 1.229 127.8 -1.1 
(10,0) Model 01 1.569,1.510 1.673 1.231 127.1 -6.3 
Model P 1.484,1.493 1.730 1.228 128.1 一5.8 
(11,0) Model 01 1.565,1.509 1.682 1.230 127.2 -8.2 
Model P 1.479,1.487 1.773 1.227 128.2 -7.6 
(12,0) Model 01 1.561,1.506 1.703 1.229 127.1 -6.6 
Table 3.3 The structural optimization results and the calculated adsorption energy (Eads) 
of second NO2 adsorbed on the zigzag S W N T ^ a) Only average values of the 
bond lengths and bond angles are listed; b) For the axial C-C bond; c) For the 
zigzag C-C bond. 
Compared to the nitro model Nl, the optimized C-N bond lengths in model 01 in 
all zigzag tubes are shrunken significantly, which means that the second NO2 can be 
chemisorbed on the sidewall for all zigzag tubes studied here. And in this time, for those 
narrow tubes (« = 6 ~ 9), the adsorption process of a second NO2 is exothermic. For 
example, the chemisorption of the first NO2 on a (9,0) tube with the model Nl is 
endothermic by 1.6kcal/mol’ while the chemisorption of the second NO2 with model 01 
4 0 
becomes exothermic by 4.0k:cal/mol. Such changes can be accounted as the effects 
induced by the present of the first adsorbed NO2. W e expect that, for the narrow tubes 
with n = 6〜9, the chemisorption of the first NO2 molecule leave a radical on the tube, 
particularly at the para and ortho position carbon atoms near the first adsorbed site. 
Consequently, adsorption of the second NO2 on these carbon atoms near the first one is 
favorable, this is consistent with the energetic results discussed in previous chapter 
section 2.3.2. In another words, these potential adsorption sites near the first NO2 group is 
known as the "defects" of the tube surface, further adsorptions of NO2 are more feasible 
to happen on these sites. However, for those zigzag tubes with large {n = 10〜12)，due to 
the weak van der Waals interaction between the first NO2 and tube, the radical is still 
retained on the first NO2 molecule, the induced effect due to the first NO2 group does not 
exist in these physisorption cases. Therefore, the chemisorption of the second NO2 on 
these large diameter S W N T s (« = 10-12) is energetically unfavorable and exhibits 
negative value of Eads. 
From table 1, generally the value of Eads decreases as the tube diameter increases. 
However when carefully examining the variation of Eads shows that the reactivity of the 
zigzag S W N T s towards NO2 exposure does not depend accurately on their tube diameters. 
For those semi-metallic (or metallic) zigzag tubes’ they tend to exhibit larger Eads. As an 
example, the Eads of (12,0) tube is larger than that of (11,0) tube and nearly equals to the 
value of (10,0) tube. Our group also observes similar results in another recent work 
studying the oxidation of zigzag carbon nanotubes by singlet O2 It seems that the 
differences in the electronic structures should be the key to understand the chemical 
reactivity of the zigzag SWNTs. 
4 1 
The results of another stable configuration, para model P for other zigzag S W N T s 
are also listed in table 3.3. For the (12,0) tube, we are unable to locate a stable structure 
for the para configuration, and during the geometrical optimization, two NO2 groups tend 
to physisorb on the tube side wall and separate from each other in order to minimize the 
repulsive interactions between them. As shown in table 3.3，for tubes with « = 8 ~ 11 
(except n = 9), the adsorption of the second NO2 at para site is slightly more stable than 
at ortho position. 
3.3.3 Electronic structures of SWNTs after NO2 adsorption 
As discussed in section 3.3.1，single NO2 can be chemisorbed on narrow zigzag 
S W N T s (/? = 6 〜9)，while undergoes physisorption on those S W N T s with larger diameter 
{n = 10-12). Therefore，we can expect that the influences of the NO2 on the electronic 
structures of tubes would be different for these two cases. 
I begin the investigation with the most stable configuration — the nitro model Nl 
of the (6,0) S W N T . Figure 3.1 presents the band structure of model Nl for (6,0) tube. For 
the pristine (6,0) tube, it is metallic and exhibits zero band gap 49. After the chemisorption 
of a single NO2, the (6,0) tube retains its metallic character, although several half-filled 
bands appeared at the Fermi level (EF). Due to the appearance of these bands across the 
EF, there is a sharp peak in the total D O S at the EF in the spin-down state region as shown 
in figure 3.2. In order to determine the components of this peak, we also calculated some 
partial DOSs for C, N and O atoms in figure 3.3 and figure 3.4. In these figures, subscript 
o, m and p are used to distinguish the carbon atoms in the ortho, meta and para positions 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































located. From figure 3.4，we find out that the states originated from NO2 group are 
mainly located in the region far away from the EF, thus the peak appeared at the EF in the 
total D O S is not due to that of NO2 group. In a contrast, it is interesting to note that the 
contribution to the peak from these three kinds of carbon atoms, Co, Cm and Cp are 
significantly different as shown in figure 3.3. The peak at the Ef is mainly derived from 
the 2p orbitals of Co atoms and it also contains some components from Cp atom, however, 
the contribution from Cm atoms is negligible. The states of Co and Cp atoms are more 
concentrated at the region near the Ef than that of the Cm atoms. Hence, the Co and Cp 
atoms are said to be the reactive sites to adsorb the next NO2 molecule，especially for the 
Co atom. This conclusion is consistent with the results obtained in the previous chapter 
section 2.3.3. From the MUlliken population analysis, about 0.12 electrons are transferred 
from (6,0) tube to the adsorbed NO2 group as shown in table 3.4. Although some 
electrons transfer from tube to NO2, however, due to the rearrangement of the charge 
density, negative atomic charge (-0.30e) is found on the carbon atom that is bonding with 
NO2 group, which means that the charge transfer is not localized on the adsorption site. 
On the other hand, those carbon atoms near adsorption site carry obvious positive charges. 
Generally, these results indicate that after the chemisorption of a single NO2 molecule, 
the radical transfers from NO2 group to the tube side wall. The Co atom exhibits the 
largest atomic spin density, and the calculated value is 0.09e (average value). For 
comparisons, the values of atomic spin densities for Cm, Cp and NO2 group are 0.02e, 
0.05e and 0.04e，respectively (for the carbon atoms, the average values are given). The 
distribution of the spin density also indicates that the next NO2 molecule is most 
preferable to be adsorbed on Co atoms. 
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As shown in figure 3.5〜3.7, when a single NO2 is chemisorbed on the narrow 
semi-conducting nanotubes (/? = 7 ~ 9), an additional band appears in the band gap of the 
bare tubes. As a result, the values of band gap decrease when compare with that of 
pristine tubes as shown in table 3.4. Especially for the (8,0) and (9,0) tubes, their band 
gaps even disappear. Therefore, the conductivity of these narrow zigzag tubes is 
improved after the adsorption of a single NO2. Similar to the case of (6,0) tube, further 
studies on these narrow tube cases show this peak contains large contributions from Co 
and Cp atoms. Figure 3.8 illustrates the spin density distribution of (7,0) tube with a NO2 
group adsorbed with model Nl, and it is clearly shown that the spin densities mainly 
distribute on NO2 group, Co and Cp atoms. Since obvious electrons (about 0.1 e) transfer 
from tube to NO2 as in table 3.4，the charger transfer is the main mechanism in explaining 
the conductivity changes of narrow tubes upon NO2 gas exposure. 
When a single NO2 is physisorbed on the S W N T s (n = 10 〜12), the situation is 
different. Figure 3.9 shows the band structure of (10,0) tube after physisorption of one 
NO2 molecule. Several flat energy bands originated from the NO2 are observed in the 
band structure, which coincides with the weak interaction between the NO2 and tube. Due 
to single energy band appears in the gap of bare (10,0) tube, the value of band gap 
decreases from O.SOeV to 0.57eV. This energy band is mainly derived from the spin-
down states of NO2. As listed in table 4，the calculated charge transfer from (10,0) tube to 
NO2 is very small, while about O.le charge transfer is observed in the L D A calculation ⑴. 
Because of overestimation the binding energy between NO2 and tube, and of course, the 
charger transfer predicted by L D A is somewhat larger. Furthermore, in the (10,0)-N02 















































































































































































































































































































































































































physisorption on (11,0) and (12,0) SWNTs. Therefore, our theoretical results suggest that 
for the tubes with larger diameters {n = 10 -12) and when the NO2 concentration is small, 
the charge transfer is not the main mechanism in changing the conductance of the tube. 
The NO2—induced states occurred near the Ef are responsible for the enhancement of the 
conductivity of the carbon nanotubesupon NO2 gas exposure. 
Figure 3.10a〜c shows the electronic band structures of a pristine (8,0) tube, model 
01 and P for (8,0) tube. Compared to the pristine (8,0) tube, one energy band appears in 
the band gap after adsorption of two NO2 in both models. As shown in Figure lib, this 
band is mainly contributed from the carbon atoms near the adsorption sites. In the model 
P, the states of this energy band is more localized on the carbon atoms, and also more 
contributions from NO2 groups are observed when the second NO2 is adsorbed at para 
site as illustrated in figure 3.11a. Similar results also can be found in the other zigzag 
S W N T s studied in this chapter. The calculated band gaps and charge transfer for model 
01 and P of all zigzag tubes (« = 6-12) are listed in table 3.4. At a whole, after 
adsorption of two NO2 molecules, obvious electrons are transferred from the tube to NO2 
groups, therefore the conductivity of the tube are enhanced, even for those tubes with 
large diameters. 
The electronic structure of higher NO2 coverage =3-8) is also studied when 
more than two NO2 molecules are adsorbed on the (8,0) S W N T as discussed in previous 
chapter section 2.3.4. As more NO2 molecules are chemisorbed on the tube, more energy 
bands are introduced in the band gap of the bare (8,0) tube. For example, when four NO2 
molecules are added to the tube based on the model P, there are two energy bands appear 



















































































































































































































































































































































































down energy band in the gap as in figure 3.12b. Due to the introduction of these energy 
bands in the band gap, the band gap of the (8,0) tube decreases, thus the conductance of 
the tube is enhanced. The variation of the band gap for (8,0) tube is displayed in Fig.Sb it 
is expected that the electrical conductance of tube will change dramatically upon 
exposure to NO2. Generally, when the number of NO2 group is odd, it exhibits a smaller 
band gap, while relative larger gap is observed for even number of NO2 molecules 
adsorbed on the tube. Furthermore, when the odd number of NO2 molecules are adsorbed 
on tube, the distribution of the atomic spin density is similar to the case of addition a 
single NO2 on (8,0) tube which favors the adsorption of next NO2 in order to pair up the 
radical. 
Band gap(eV) Charger transfer(e) Atomic spin density 
SWNT Bare t u b e N l O T P Nl O p P ^ of NO2 (e) ' 
(6,0； 0.000 0.000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 ^ ^ ^Ti 
(7�Q) 0.382 0.120 0.387 0.377 0.08 0.15 0.10 0.17 
(8,0) 0.757 0.000 0.413 0.665 0.07 0.15 0.10 0.25 
(9,0) 0.162 0.000 0.104 0.114 0.23 0.13 0.08 0.15 
(10,0) 0.804 0.568 0.194 0.357 0.01 0.12 0.07 0.98 
(HO) 0.929 0.502 0.426 0.580 0.00 0.11 0.06 1.00 
(12,0) 0.108 0.086 0.075 - 0.01 0.11 - 0.99 
Table 3.4 The band gaps and the value of electron charger transfer for models Nl, 01 and 
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Figure 3.12 The band structures of (a) four and (b) five NO2 molecules adsorbed on (8,0) 
tube. (The addition of NO2 is based on the model P and in figure (b), the 




Chemisorption of NO2 molecule is possible for those narrow zigzag SWNTs {n = 
6-9) with the formation of C-N bond although its strength is weaker than that of a typical 
C-N bond. For tubes with large diameters {n = 10〜12)，physisorption of NO2 molecule 
happens. This difference in the interaction between NO2 and the nanotubes results in 
different mechanisms to explain the conductivity increase of the carbon nanotubes upon 
NO2 gas exposure. 
For the chemisorption of NO2, the energy band appeared within the band gap of 
the pristine tube is mainly coming from the carbon atoms near the first adsorption site 
and significant electrons are transferred from the tube to NO2 group. Thus, the charge 
transfer is the major mechanism to explain the conductivity change of the narrow tubes. 
However, the electron charge transfer in the physisorption of NO2 on large diameter tubes 
is negligible. The gas-induced spin-down states appeared in the band gap from NO2 
molecule will be the answer to the decrease in resistance of the tubes. 
After the adsorption of first NO2，the chemisorption of the second NO2 is possible 
for all zigzag S W N T s studied in this chapter. Furthermore, the process is energetically 
favorable for those narrow tubes {n = 6-9). For those narrow tubes, because the 
chemisorption of the first NO2 leaves the radicals on the ortho and para sites, the second 
NO2 molecule favors the adsorption on both ortho and para position carbon atoms. 
Compared to the bare tube, the adsorption of two NO2 molecules also improve the 
transport properties of the tube, which can be explained by the charge transfer from tube 
to NO2. 
5 5 
Investigation on the electronic structure of (8,0) tube shows that when more NO2 
molecules are chemisorbed on the tube, more additional energy bands occur in the gap. In 
general, it is expected that the resistance of the tube will reduce gradually as the 
concentration of NO2 increases. This result is in agreement with the results of 
conductivity measurements in the recent experiments 9’25-26. According to the results of 
band structure calculations, the charge transfer from the tube to NO2 is also the main 
reason for the enhancement of conductance when more NO2 is adsorbed on the tube. 
5 6 
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